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THRILLER

All Was Lost
Steven Maxwell

FOR YOUR FAMILY, HOW FAR
WOULD YOU GO INTO THE DARK?

Rights: World, All languages
Rights sold: English world (Pushkin Press/Pushkin Vertigo)
January 2022
192 pages
Approx. 65,000 words
ISBN: 9781782277651
Thriller / Suspense
Publication language: English

Keynote
A FAST-PACED, GRISLY MOORS THRILLER ABOUT A WOMAN WHO WILL STOP AT
NOTHING TO KEEP THE CASH.
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Description
Orla McCabe has found a case of money. She knows that someone dangerous will
want this stash, so she flees with her husband and baby daughter - and the money.
Meanwhile, Detectives Lynch and Carlin are investigating a botched human-trafficking
deal on the isolated moors. They find two piles of bullet-riddled bodies—the
traffickers and the ‘product’—but no money.
Soon the owners of the money start to hunt, dragging the McCabes and the detectives
into a mad and macabre game of cat-and-mouse.
But to secure her daughter's future, Orla will never stop running - even if it means
hurtling headlong into the void itself.

This promises an adrenaline ride like no other - Deliverance meets Gabriel
Bergmoser's The Hunted set on the Yorkshire moors - for fans of Elly Griffiths, Adrian
McKinty and Cormac McCarthy

About the author

Steven Maxwell is the author of the novel Hanging Fields
(Montag Press) and the literary crime-thrillers The Dark
Confides (Maverick House).
Steven has published his works in various anthologies,
including Horizon Review, Outside the Asylum, The Big
Issue, Staple and Dream Catcher.
He holds an MA with Distinction in Creative Writing and
is a PhD Creative Writing student and a winner of the
prestigious PhD Research Scholarship at the University of
Lancaster.
Steven is currently writing a multi-genre novel of stories and researching invisible
disabilities in transgressive fiction for his new book project.
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POETRY

Paper Romance

Arch Hades
perfect read for hot summer
days and nights

Rights: World, All Languages
July 2021
111 Pages
ISBN: 9781913606442
Poetry
Publisher: Eyewear Publishing / The Black Spring Press Group

Keynote

Modern romance poetry from Britain’s most followed poet on social media.
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Description

Paper Romance is a celebration of romantic love as clear and unabashed as Nancy
Mitford’s The Pursuit of Love. It depicts real-life letters and poetry sent by Hades to
her beau over the course of their relationship.
The poems are displays of intricate, interwoven tapestries of shared desire and
dedication.

Paper Romance is the perfect read for hot summer days and nights.

About the author

Arch Hades, a pseudonym, is an acclaimed and
internationally bestselling British poet.
Hades is part of a new, modern school of literature:
the Instapoets.
Contemporary, yet classical, she is best known for
writing lyrical poetry about modern romance, love
and loss, in a traditional Romantic style. When
travelling, Hades fills postcards with prose and
rhyming verse about the places she visits.
She is Britain’s most-followed poet on social media
with a million followers and the author of the second most expensive poem ever sold
at auction. She published two poetry collections, High Tide (2018), and Fools Gold
(2020).
She is a leader of the poetry NFT world.
Hades lives in London with her faithful corgi, Byron.
@archhades
https://www.archhades.com/
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CONTEMPORARY FICTION

Furnace Creek
Joseph Allen Boone

Joe Boone’s Furnace Creek is a funny, moving,
and true rendition of everybody’s story: surviving
our childhoods, which can be uniquely
challenging if you’re Southern, and queer. Boone
is a natural novelist, and Furnace Creek is a
genuine accomplishment.
— Michael Cunningham, Pulitzer Prize for The
Hours
Rights: World, All Languages
September 2021
485 pages
ISBN: 9781913606350
Contemporary fiction
Publisher: Eyewear Publishing
Publication Language: English

Keynote

‘’Stretching from the American South to the Ivy League and the dream of Rome and
Paris, Furnace Creek is a sweeping, Gothic tale of sex, race, and a young man’s
education. I was totally entertained and, most of all, seduced.’’ - Viet Nguyen, Pulitzer
Prize for The Sympathizer
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Description
Part coming-of-age story and part novel of erotic discovery, part a queer take on
Southern Gothic and part a detection-mystery thriller: Furnace Creek teases us with
the question of what Charles Dickens’ Pip might have been like had he grown up in
the American South of the 1960s and 1970s and faced the explosive social issuesracial injustice, a war abroad, women’s and gay rights, class struggle-that galvanized
the world in those decades.
Like Dickens’s Pip, Newt Seward yearns to escape his small-town upbringing in the
mountains of Virginia. A guilty encounter with an escaped felon, a summer spent
working for an eccentric old bachelor with a mysterious past, conflicted erotic feelings
for his employer’s worldly visiting niece and nephew-these events set the stage for a
surprising announcement that launches the youth on a journey of sexual and moral
discovery, one that takes him to prep school in New England, bohemian digs in Rome,
and discovery in Paris-all before he returns home to life’s many expectations and
disappointments.
This inventive response to Great Expectations quickly leaps beyond the frame of
Dickens’ masterpiece to become a gripping contemporary meditation on the perils of
desire, ambition, love, loss, and family.

About the author

Joseph Allen Boone is the author of three works of non-fiction
and the libretto for a musical based on Herman Melville’s The
Confidence-Man, and a short story collection, Conditions of
Precarity, is forthcoming from Eyewear in the near future.

Furnace Creek was the only novel shortlisted for the 2019
international Beverly Prize.
Boone is the recipient of fellowships and residencies from the
Guggenheim Foundation, National Humanities Center, Stanford Humanities Center,
Rockefeller-Bellagio Center, the Bogliasco Foundation, the American Council for
Learned Societies, and the Huntington Library. A resident of Los Angeles, California,
Boone is an endowed professor of English at the University of Southern California.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER

Blinded by the Lights
Jakub Żulczyk

The bestselling Polish crime thriller
adapted into hit HBO TV series

‘Tough, knowing, high-octane crime fiction...
Los Angeles has James Ellroy, Boston has
Dennis Lehane, Oslo has Jo Nesbo. And
Warsaw has its own two-fisted crime laureate
in Jakub Zulczyk. Already a massive bestseller
in Poland, this is brilliant stuff from a fresh new
voice in crime fiction.' Tony Parsons
Rights: World, All Languages
Rights sold: Czech (Protimluv, Spring 2020), English world (Legend Times Group, Spring 2020),
French (Payot&Rivages), Hungarian (Könyvbarátunk Kiadó), TV & Film Rights (HBO Production)
16 March 2020 (English edition)
288 pages
Fiction / Psychological Thriller
Original Publication Language: Polish (Świat Książki)

Keynote

An unputdownable psychological crime thriller set in one of the biggest capital cities
of Eastern Europe. An epic tale of humanity in the 21st century – a gothic exploration
of its struggles and dark desires.

Blinded by the Lights is a powerful psychological thriller about the modern, violent
and exclusive world of the criminal underground.
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Description

Blinded by the Lights is a fast-paced, dark and gripping ride through the night streets
of Warsaw. But this story can be set in any big European city, London, Paris, Madrid or
Berlin. All big cities are ruled by the same set of laws. The laws of greed, sex,
entertainment, and money.
The energy of big cities twists and deforms relationships between people. It is the
world where a cocaine dealer becomes more important than a doctor or a friend. He
is the city’s fuel supplier – the inseparable part of its underground system.
Kuba is a cocaine dealer in the dark, electric streets of Warsaw, believing he is smart
enough to stay in control, unlike the top lawyers, doctors, TV personalities who are his
client base.
However, after calling in the debt of a failing nightclub owner, breaking his own rules
on other people’s property and being caught in the consequences of his clients’
actions, all control starts to slip from his grasp.
Now suffering under the glare of the spotlight and dragged into the dark underbelly of
the drug world, he must find a way through the middle of the whirlwind of violence
and betrayal sweeping him away.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER

The Insitute

Jakub Żulczyk

Rights: World, All Languages
Rights sold: English world (Legend Press, June 2021)
28 June 2021
488 pages
ISBN: 9781789558999
Fiction / Psychological Thriller
Original Publication Language: Polish (Świat Książki)

The Institute is a compelling suspenseful thriller. It is also a very uncomfortable and
troubling study of human fears.

One day the residents of a tenement house, in the Central Krakow, get locked down in
the building. All windows and doors are locked, phone lines and the Internet are off.
Seven people are cut off from the world. It quickly turns out that they are participating
in a strange game played by the mysterious ‘THEY’. Mutual suspicions begin,
conflicts break out. Paranoia thickens. And finally, blood is shed.
What initially seems to look like some sort of a trap from a horror movie, turns out to
be a lockdown organised by the secret police.
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About the author

Jakub Żulczyk is a journalist, screenwriter and the
author of several bestselling novels: Do Me Some
Harm, Radio Armageddon, Institute, Hound Hill and
Blinded by the Lights.

He also co-scripted the hit Canal+ Poland TV series
Belfer.
Jakub is a rising star of the Eastern European literature
scene. Literary critiques say his novels are like drugs:
they make the readers addicted to them form the very
first pages. His writing is original and compelling. His
writing follows the trends of the modern literature but
it’s not lacking the deepens and maturity of an experience writer. His books are
engaging reflection of current society, its desires and dark sides.

@jakubzulczyk
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HISTORICAL FICTION

The Afterlives of Doctor
Gachet
A Novel

Sam Meekings

‘A poetic evocation of the country and its
people. His exuberance and verve win
out.’ The New York Times
Rights: World, All Languages
August 2018
290 Pages
ISBN: 781912477180
Literary Fiction / Historical Fiction / Historical Crime & Mystery
Publisher: Eyewear Publishing / The Black Spring Press Group
For rights information, please contact:
renata@redrockliteraryagency.com

Keynote
Who is that mournful man in the painting?

The Afterlives of Doctor Gachet tells the story of Paul Ferdinand Gachet, the subject of
one of Vincent van Gogh's most famous portraits.
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Book Blurb

The Afterlives of Doctor Gachet tells the story of Paul Ferdinand Gachet, the subject of
one of Vincent van Gogh’s most famous portraits: one that shows what the artist called
‘the heartbroken expression of our times’. But what caused such heartbreak?
This thrilling historical novel follows Doctor Gachet from asylums to art galleries, from
the bloody siege of Paris to life with van Gogh in Auvers, and from the bunkers of Nazi
Germany to a reclusive billionaire in Tokyo, to uncover the secrets behind that griefstricken smile.

About the author

Sam Meekings is a British poet and novelist.
He has spent the last ten years travelling and working in China
and the Middle East. Currently balances his time between
writing, teaching, raising two children as a single father, and
drinking copious amounts of tea.
He wrote two other novels: The Book of Crows and Under

Fishbone Clouds.
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GENERAL FICTION

TAILs
The Animal Investigators of
London

Martin Penny

Rights: World, All Languages
28 June 2021
160 pages
ISBN: 9781913606398
Commercial Fiction
Publisher: The Black Spring Press
Publication Language: English

Keynote

A charming and humorous tale of an uneasy alliance of neighbourhood animals
coming together in the face of a dangerous criminal.
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Description

Yowl is a very special tabby kitten owned by 6-year-old Lucy. Sitting on her lap
through endless children’s books, he learns to read. From the local paper, he
discovers there’s a criminal on the loose in Croydon targeting cats. TV news reports
confirm over seventy incidents.
With the help of his feline neighbours, he enlists the support of Big Red, the leader of
the foxes, to hunt down the killer. Secret, a squirrel who’s afraid of heights, will play a
crucial role, but it’s Hoot the owl whose help they need most. An eye in the sky will
prove essential in identifying the culprit. Yowl will be forced to risk his life to earn his
assistance.
Just as they’re making progress, the police close the case. They point the finger firmly
in the direction of the foxes. In response, Big Red steps up their involvement.
Together, they identify the killer, but what can they do to stop him?

The Animal Investigators of London is a charming and humorous tale of an uneasy
alliance of neighbourhood animals coming together in the face of a dangerous
criminal. The narrator, Yowl, has much to learn, but nobody can question his bravery.
Featuring cats, dogs, a squirrel, a pigeon and a whole skulk of foxes!

About the author

Martin Penny was born in England and now lives in Turkey.
He is the author of the gripping thriller Saints & Martyrs and an avid book collector of
ﬁrst edition Agatha Christies.
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CRIME SERIES

Saints & Martyrs
THE FIRST
ALLISON COUSINS
INVESTIGATION

Martin Penny

MURDER IN THE 90S...

Rights: World, All Languages
August 2020
250 Pages
ISBN: 9781912477982
Crime / Mystery
Publisher: Eyewear Publishing / The Black Spring Press Group

Keynote
A gripping crime novel with psychological elements, featuring a serial killer and
religious motifs.
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Book description
When newcomer to the Police Force PC Allison Cousins comes to the attention of a
religiose serial killer, she’s forced to track him down. With the help of the ruthless
giantess Jordan Lassiter, she follows his macabre trail of gut-wrenching clues, and
tortured corpses. Can these intrepid young women, fast becoming close friends, find
the monster before it’s too late?

Martin Penny’s debut is a dark look at twisted acts of retribution, as his depraved killer
employs sadistic patterns torn from medieval martyrdom's brutal past. Set in the Cool
Britannia period, here is a refreshing return to good old police work and a time of
relative good times. By turns shocking, horrific, and blackly comical, this is a crime
fan's feast, and a new series and heroine to pursue.

•
A gripping crime novel with psychological elements, featuring a serial killer
and religious motifs
•
Complex exploration of the relationship between two engaging female
protagonists
•

A great holiday read for readers of Dan Brown, Kate Moss or Martina Cole.

About the author

Martin Penny was born in London and currently lives in Turkey with his wife and two
children. He is now working on future instalments of The Allison Cousins
Investigations which will continue with Death & the Angel, the sequel.
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THRILLER

German Justice

Marcus Fedder
ON THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
NUREMBERG TRIALS
IS IT EVER TOO LATE FOR GERMAN
JUSTICE?

Rights: World, All Languages
December 2020
285 Pages
ISBN: 9781913606275
Thriller
Publisher: Eyewear Publishing / The Black Spring Press Group

Keynote
A powerful that explores what German guilt for Nazi crimes really means – and when,
if ever, it is too late to seek justice.
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Book description

When the retired German judge Max travels back to Russia where he had fought
during World War II, the injustice he witnessed in the past catches up with him. He
finds the girl whom he had saved but can he find the former SS officers who
committed these crimes? German Justice is a harrowing story of murder, love, truth
and execution.

Combining the terse style of Frisch with the deft plotting of Ludlum, this novel features
war criminality, revenge, and murder – but also the best of humanity – in music,
friendship and heroism. The hero, Max Hardenberg, is a former WW2 soldier, who
saved a wartime rape victim in 1943, and for years after practiced as a judge. Now
retired, he embarks on a series of taboo adventures as he tests the limits of freedom –
loving a much-younger woman, Xenia, and hunting and killing hidden ex-SS officers.
This is a book you will never forget.

About the author

Marcus Fedder, born in 1959, grew up in Germany where discussions of WW2 were
part of his childhood. He lived for many years in London, working as a banker in
development finance. In 2008, Marcus published his first novel, Sarabande, set in
Sarajevo during the war of 1992.

German Justice is his second novel.
Marcus studied International Relations at FU Berlin, LSE and Cambridge, lives in the
Swiss mountains and with the proceeds of his art supports the UK Charity Children of
the Mekong.
www.childrenofthemekong.or
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YOUNG ADULT

Flying Boy
A Novel

Andrew Bramwell

Rights: World, All Languages
June 2021
120 Pages
ISBN: 9781913606251
Young Adult Fiction
Publisher: Eyewear Publishing / The Black Spring Press Group

Book description
Sam is twelve years old living in Coventry and just started secondary school, does not
have real friends and his home life is difficult. One day, his teen life changes instantly
when a terrible crime is committed. Soon, he has to accept a family member is a
potential murderer – and he has to go into ‘care’. Sam's journey takes him to a
surprising new home in the north of England and new friends, where dangerous
enemies and forces emerge, to threaten his existence on many levels.
20
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As he encounters a final challenge that could kill or redeem him, the world appears to
bleed into mythic elements at the edges. Will the boy fly or fall?

For anyone who has loved the works of Alan Garner, this is a deeply resonant,
suspenseful, and magical book about childhood’s darkness and strengths.

•

Bramwell’s very ﬁrst novel in the Young Adult category

•

The book captures the tone of facing struggles at a very young age.

•

It’s inspiring and encouraging to young people.

About the author

Andrew Bramwell was born in Walsall and educated at St. Martin’s College, Lancaster
and Keele University. He has spent many years working as a teacher and counsellor
and now lives in the West Midlands.

Flying Boy is his first venture in writing for young adults and follows the novel Karelia,
poetry, children’s stories, and articles on education and literature.
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CONTEPORARY FICTION

A Wounded Deer
Leaps Highest
C. P. Mangel

Rights: World, All Languages
August 2019
664 pages
ISBN: 9781912477258
Contemporary Fiction / American History
Publisher: Eyewear Publishing
Publication Language: English

Keynote
This intricately-woven novel is set in the cruelty of 1950 Jim Crow North Carolina. The
story is related through the eyes of a 15-year-old teenage girl, Asa, who has moved
with her parents from Chicago to a small southern town governed by Ku Klux Klan
enforced strict segregation between black and white societies. With a black father
and white mother, Asa is relegated to black society and struggles to comprehend the
complete subjugation of blacks in this era before the civil rights movement.
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Description

When Titus Horace, successful African American author, inherits a large tract of land,
he leaves Chicago with his Jewish wife Ardene and their daughter Asa, and moves to
the segregated North Carolina of 1950.
Unhappy at being uprooted from her school and friends, Asa quickly learns how
persons of colour are intimidated and humiliated on a daily basis and how, despite
their education and talent, each day becomes an effort to survive brutal hostility.
Asa discovers she and her father, a professor at the college for black students, cannot
enter the town's public library. As Asa struggles to adapt to her new life, she falls in
love with a musical savant who lives in a cabin on Horace land, and joins members of
a small diverse community to defy the oppression of legal segregation through
profound acts of resistance.

About the author

C.P. Mangel received Bachelor of Arts and Master of Public Health degrees from
Northwestern University, and Juris Doctor from Georgetown University.
Mangel practiced law for over two decades, and then received a Master of Fine Arts
from the University of British Columbia.
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RETRO ROAD NOVEL

Prince Polonia
A retro road novel

Max Cegielski

Rights: World, All Languages
June 2020
416 pages
ISBN: 9788366500327
Modern & contemporary fiction
Publisher: MARGINESY
Publication Language: Polish

Keynote

Prince Polonia is a fascinating and irresistibly surreal story of friendship, love and
smuggling set it the times of the social and economic transformation of the late ’80s in
Eastern Europe.
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Description
Szczecin (Poland) in the mid-1980s: empty shelves in the shops and the first ‘young
wolves’ out there wanting to make money on the cross-border small trade.
Beginner smugglers Radek and Jan, two friends from school, are in love with the same
girl. When Magda leaves for India with her father, they decide to follow her there.
They are not the only ones – more and more Polish smugglers go eastwards,
following in the footsteps of the Polish Himalayan mountaineers.
The Radek and Jan start with crystal glassware, hairdryers and alcohol from Eastern
Europe and UAE, quickly progressing to electronics and then gold smuggled from
Singapore to New Delhi via Kathmandu. They don’t yet know that dark clouds are
gathering over their heads at the highest levels of power, both in the Polish People’s
Republic and in India. Their undertakings are closely watched by a member of staff
from the Polish embassy in Delhi.
Can one escape Poland and politics?
Will friendship survive the battle over money and love?
Will the East bring them wealth or enlightenment?

About the author
Max Cegielski (born in Warsaw, 1975) – is a
newspaper journalist, writer, curator, and explorer of
the world and its cultures.
He is the author of several reportages, novels and
biographies, including: Masala (2002), Apocalypso
(2004), Drunk with God (2007), and The Eye of the
World. From Constantinople to Istanbul (2009) (for
which he received the Mosaic literary prize), In the
Footsteps of the Rechowiczs (2011) and The Great
Player. From Żmudź to the Roof of the World (2015).

© Weronika Ławniczak, Vogue Poland

He co-runs The Bookshop (Xiegarnia) show on TVN24, for which he received the
Laura award from the Polish Chamber of Books and hosts his own show at Newonce
Radio
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BERLIN NOIR

The Magician
Berlin Noir
(#1 The Berlin Trilogy)

Magdalena Parys

Winner of the European Union Prize
for Literature

Rights: World, All Languages
Rights sold: Albanian (Fan Noli), Bulgarian (Paradox Publishing Group), Croatian (Fraktura), French
(Agullo Editions), Hungarian (Kossuth), Italian (Mimesis Edizioni), Macedonian (Антолог), Serbian
(Heliks), Slovenian (Goga), Spanish (Ginger Ape books and Films)

Word count: Approx. 90,000 words
560 pages
Pub date: September 2020
Political Thriller / Crime
Original Publication Language: Polish (Agora)

Keynote
A captivating literary story of escapes, disappearing Stasi acts, secrets from the past
and tangled human fates. Magdalena Parys tells a multi-threaded story, compared to
the Oscar winner: The Lives of Others.

The Magician is a gripping political thriller set in Berlin. The book is based on actual
events – murders of refugees from the socialist countries who, in the days of the Iron
Curtain, attempted to illegally cross the Bulgarian-Turkish or Bulgarian-Greek
borders.
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Book description

Berlin 2011. In an abandoned house, illegally inhabited by the Romanian Gypsies, the
police find the massacred corpse of an employee of the Stasi Records Office. At the
same time, a German reporter and photojournalist, Gerhard Samuel, dies in
mysterious circumstances in Sofia.
The murder investigation is taken over by the Federal Police and Secret Services. It
soon turns out that the only purpose of their work is to cover up the case and
"neutralize" uncomfortable witnesses.
The Commissioner Kowalski is removed from the investigation and assigned by his
superior to conduct a private and unofficial investigation of the murder with the help of
Samuel’s stepdaughter - Dagmara, a well-known journalist. They will soon uncover
the dark Stasi past of the German political elite.

.
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BERLIN NOIR

The Prince
Berlin Noir
(#2 The Berlin Trilogy)

Magdalena Parys

The follow up to the bestselling first
part of the Berlin Noir: The Magician

Rights: World, All Languages
Word count: Approx. 70,000 words
360 pages
Pub date: September 2020
Crime / Political Thriller
Original Language: Polish (Agora)

Keynote

A ravishing novel about hidden demons of the recent history of Central Europe that
live among us today.
Continuing the Berlin trilogy, Magdalena Parys bravely combines the history of the
post-war shadow army with the pulsating tensions in today’s Germany.
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Book description

A crucified body of a priest is found in a Berlin cathedral. In unclear circumstances, a
fire breaks out in an immigrant city district. Separatist sentiments are growing in
various federal states and toxic nationalism is on the rise.

Who is benefiting from the turmoil within society? The ruthless prince of darkness who
wishes to bring the German Empire back to life? Or possibly the government
members fighting to establish supreme power?

The president of the Berlin police, Tschapieski, journalist Dagmar Bosch and
Commissioner Kowalski, known from The Magician, must find the truth hidden in the
labyrinth of the political secrets and scandals. What is at stake is not only the future of
the state but also their tangled personal lives.

Continuing the Berlin trilogy, Magdalena Parys boldly combines the history of the
post-war shadow army with the pulsating tensions in today's Germany.
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POLITICAL THRILLER

The Tunnel

Magdalena Parys

A story of the secret underground passage
under the Berlin Wall.

Winner of the Golden Owl prize in Austria
Rights: World, All Languages
Rights sold: French (Agullo Editions)
Word count: Approx. 55,000 words
336 pages
Pub date: September 2020
Crime / Political Thriller
Publication Language: Polish (Agora)

Keynote
Political thriller masterpiece.

The Tunnel is a story of the secret underground passage under the Berlin Wall.
A new edition of the sensational debut of Magdalena Parys, a Polish writer residing in
Berlin, thanks to which she was placed on the European literary list.
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Book description

The new edition of the sensational debut of the Polish writer residing in Berlin
combines the features of a virtuoso novel with the qualities of an engaging political
crime story.
The plot begins in 2000, when in mysterious circumstances the former supervisor of
the construction of a mysterious tunnel under the Berlin Wall is killed. Could his death
have something to do with Franz's escape, who in 1981 got through the tunnel to West
Berlin?
The intrigue gets thicker and the network of political and social connections makes
none of the protagonists remains beyond suspicion.

About Magdalena Parys

Magdalena Parys (1971) is a Polish writer living
in Berlin, the author of novels that are highly
acclaimed in Poland and Europe, in which she
intertwines the themes of Polish and German
history.
She studied Polish philology and pedagogy at
Humboldt University in Berlin. She writes in
Polish and in German and regularly contributes
to newspapers, such as Gazeta Wyborcza,
Dialog, Stuttgarter Zeitung, Wysokie Obcasy, as
well as Marianne in France.
She debuted in 2011 with the novel The Tunnel
(in French translation. 188 metres sous Berlin),
hailed as the debut of the year and reissued
many times. In 2015, she won the European
Literary Award for her novel The Magician,
which has been translated into several languages. In 2016 she published a novel
White Rika. Her latest novel The Prince is the second volume of the Berlin trilogy,
which began with the novel The Magician.
She was born in Gdańsk and has lived in Germany since the age of twelve.
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FANTASY/ DYSTOPIAN FICTION

My End is My Beginning
Moris Farhi

‘In Farhi’s writing there is a distinctive
collision of traditions which results in
something funny, political and
unique.’ David Hare

Rights: Translation rights in Scandinavia, Baltic, Central and Eastern European countries, in Slovenia,
Croatia, Serbia, and Greece
6 February 2020
348 pages
ISBN: 9780863561306
Fantasy / Dystopian Fiction
Publisher: Saqi Books

Keynote

My End is My Beginning is the exhilarating odyssey of one man’s bold pursuit of a
fairer, better world.
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Book description

Civilisation is on the brink of collapse. The people are controlled with Big Lies, mass
surveillance and brutal suppression. What price would you pay for freedom?
Oric s world is torn apart when his lover Belkis is murdered. Haunted by the thought
that he could have done more to save her, he continues the fight for freedom that they
began together. But Oric knows he doesn’t t have long left before his nemeses, the
self-professed Saviours, return for him too.
As the Saviours forge new alliances and grow ever stronger, Oric must stay one step
ahead of them. Despite his grief, Oric must unlock the secret to his own purpose on
earth and prepare for his greatest test yet before it’s too late.
Here, during the darkest hour, even the smallest of gestures can bring the greatest
gift to humankind. Hope.

About the author

Moris Farhi (1935–2019) was born in Ankara, Turkey,
before moving to the UK. An international human rights
advocate, he campaigned for Amnesty International and
was both Vice President of PEN International and Chair
of the International PEN Writers in Prison Committee.

His novels include Children of the Rainbow, Journey
through the Wilderness, Young Turk and A Designated
Man.
He also published a poetry collection, Songs from Two
Continents, and wrote for the theatre and screen. A
Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature, in 2001 Farhi
was appointed an MBE for services to literature.
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Bornholm, Bornholm

Hubert Klimko-Dobrzaniecki

A wonderful story of family and life

Rights: World, All Languages
Rights sold: Croatian (HENA COM), French (Noir sur Blanc), Italian (Keller Editore)
272 pages
Contemporary Fiction
Original Publication Language: Polish (Noir sur Blanc)

Keynote

An award winner from Klimko-Dobrzaniecki, the story follows a German soldier at a
military base on the Danish Baltic Sea island of Bornholm, captured and occupied by
Germany in the early stages of World War II.
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Book description
Germany, the beginning of World War II. Horst Bartlik is a perfectly ordinary biology
teacher who lives in a small town in German and leads a very steady and uneventful
life with his wife and two children. His life is up to be changed due to two unexpected
events: he discovers that he no longer loves his wife, and then he is sent to war.
Directed to the military base on Bornholm, a Danish island in the Baltic Sea, he regains
his former self-esteem and masculinity. It turns out that the war brings him a chance
for love.
40 years later, a nameless Dane recounts his life to his mother who is lying in a coma.
She is his only listener and the central character of his narrative, the object of his love
and hatred.
Both narrators are strangers, distant from each other, yet their lives are combined.
Two parallelly run narratives create a unique background of war, complicated family
relations, loneliness and search for love, described with a mixture of irony and
nostalgia.

About the author

Hubert Klimko-Dobrzaniecki is a Polish writer,
the author of several novels, novellas, and
collections of short stories. After studying
theology and philosophy and travelling around
Europe, he spent 10 years living in Reykjavík,
studying Icelandic language and literature, and
trying his hand at a variety of jobs and writing.
He has published two volumes of poetry in
Icelandic as well as a children’s book and a
crime novel, and his essays have appeared in
Polish journals such as Polityka, Przekrój and
Odra.
Hubert’s books have been translated into ten
languages and, as might be expected from his
itinerant lifestyle, are set in a number of countries, from Iceland, UK, Austria, and
Denmark to Greece and Poland. He is a recipient of several Polish and French literary
scholarships; has been nominated and shortlisted for a number of Poland’s top literary
awards, including the Nike, the country’s top literature prize; the Cogito Public Media
Award; the Angelus Central European Literature Award; and the prestigious
“Passport” prize awarded by the weekly Polityka.
He lives in Vienna.
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Elsewhere, Home
Leila Aboulela

Winner of the Saltire Society Fiction
Book of the Year Award 2018
Longlisted for the Peoples’ Book Prize
2018

Rights: Translation rights in Scandinavia, Baltic, Centrac and Eastern European countries, also in
Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, and Greece
Rights sold: English North America (Grove Atlantic, Black Cat), Marathi (Mehta Publishing House),
SEAN (Penguin Indonesia)
July 2018
224 pages
ISBN: 9781846592119
Fiction / Short Stories
Publisher: Telegram Books
Publication Language: English

Keynote
Short stories at their most moving and immediate; the new collection from prizewinning author Leila Aboulela, spanning twenty years of her work.
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Book Description

From one of our finest contemporary writers whose work has been praised by J.M.
Coetzee, Ali Smith and Aminatta Forna, Leila Aboulela’s Elsewhere, Home offers us a
rich tableau of life as an immigrant abroad.
A young woman’s encounter with a former classmate elicits painful reminders of her
former life in Khartoum. A wealthy Sudanese student in Aberdeen begins an unlikely
friendship with a Scottish man. A woman experiences an evolving relationship to her
favourite writer, whose portrait of their shared culture both reflects and conflicts with
her own sense of identity.
Shuttling between the dusty, sun-baked streets of Khartoum and the university halls
and cramped apartments of Aberdeen and London, Elsewhere, Home explores, with
subtlety and restraint, the profound feelings of yearning, loss and alienation that come
with leaving one’s homeland in pursuit of a different life.

About the author

Leila Aboulela grew up in Sudan and moved, in
her mid-twenties, to Scotland. She is the author of
five novels, Bird Summons (W&N), The
Translator (Grove Atlantic/ Polygon) a New York
Times 100 Notable Books of the Year, The
Kindness of Enemies (W&N), Minaret
(Bloomsbury) and Lyrics Alley (Grove Atlantic)
Fiction Winner of the Scottish Book Awards.
Leila was the first winner of the Caine Prize for
African Writing and her latest story collection,
Elsewhere, Home won the Saltire Fiction Book of
the Year Award 2018. Leila’s work has been
translated into fifteen languages and she was long-listed three times for the Women’s
Prize for Fiction.
Her plays The Insider, The Mystic Life and others were broadcast on BBC Radio and
her fiction included in publications such as Freeman's, Granta and Harper's Magazine.
Aboulela grew up in Khartoum, Sudan, and now lives in Aberdeen.
For more info visit http://www.leila-aboulela.com/
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Woman at Point Zero
Nawal El Saadawi

'An unforgettable, unmissable book for
the new global feminist.' The Times

Translation Rights in:
Baltic Countries: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Central Europe: Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Croatia, Albania, Montenegro Serbia, Macedonia,
Bosnia
The Scandinavian and Nordic countries: Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Iceland
Rights sold: Belarusian (LLC Pflaumbaum), Catalan (Angle Editorial), English Audio world (Audible),
Greek (Doma Books), Icelandic (Angustura), Italian (Giunti Editore), Portuguese Brazil (Faro Editorial),
Romanian (Black Button Books), Simplified Chinese (Ginkgo Beijing Book Co.), Spanish world (Capitan
Swing Libros), Tamil (Ethir Veliyedu), Turkish (Metis)
160 pages
3rd Edition ISBN: 9781783605941
Literary Fiction
Publisher: ZED/Bloomsbury Publishing
Publication Language: English

Keynote
The story of Firdaus, one of the greatest characters ever created in fiction.
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Book Description
'All the men I did get to know filled me with but one desire: to lift my hand and bring it
smashing down on his face.'
So begins Firdaus's remarkable story of rebellion against a society founded on lies,
hypocrisy, brutality and oppression. Born to a peasant family in the Egyptian
countryside, Firdaus struggles through childhood, seeking compassion and
knowledge in a world which gives her little of either. As she grows up and escapes
the fetters of her childhood, each new relationship teaches her a bitter but liberating
truth – that the only free people are those who want nothing, fear nothing and hope for
nothing.
This classic novel has been an inspiration to countless people across the world.
Saadawi's searing indictment of society's brutal treatment of women continues to
resonate today.

About the author

Nawal El Saadawi (1931 -2021) was an
international renowned writer, novelist
and fighter for women’s rights both
within Egypt and abroad. She
published over 40 books, which have
been translated into over 30 languages.
Nawal hold honorary doctorates from,
among others, the universities of York,
Illinois at Chicago, St Andrews and Tromso as well as Universidad Nacional Autónoma
de México.

Her many prizes and awards include the Premi Internacional Catalunya in 2003, the
Council of Europe North–South Prize in 2004, the Women of the Year Award (UK) in
2011, the Sean MacBride Peace Prize (Ireland) in 2012, and the French National Order
of Merit in 2013. Her books have been translated into over forty languages worldwide.
They are taught in universities across the world.
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Zeina
Nawal El Saadawi
Translated from Arabic by Amira
Nowaira

‘An uncompromising attack on
patriarchy, power and hypocrisy in
modern-day Egypt.’ The Times

Rights: Translation rights in Scandinavia, Baltic, Central and Eastern European countries, also in
Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, and Greece
April 2019
252 pages
ISBN: 9780863563553
Contemporary Fiction
Publisher: SAQI
Publication Language: English

Book Description
Distinguished literary critic Bodour is trapped in a loveless marriage and carries with
her a dark secret. She fell in love in her youth and gave birth to an illegitimate
daughter, Zeina, whom she abandoned on the streets of Cairo.
Bodour doesn’t know that Zeina has blossomed into one of Egypt’s most beloved
entertainers. Pining for her estranged daughter, she writes a fictional account of her
life in an attempt to find solace. But as the revolution in Cairo begins to gain fire, the
novel goes missing and Bodour must find who has stolen it. Will her hunt for the thief
bring mother and daughter together? Or is Bodour destined to lose her daughter to
Cairo forever?
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The Lady from Tel Aviv
Raba'I Al-Madhoun
Translated from Arabic by Elliott
Colla

WINNER OF THE ENGLISH PEN
TRANSLATES AWARD
Shortlisted for the International Prize
for Arabic Fiction

Rights available: Translation rights in Scandinavia, Baltic, Central and Eastern European countries, also
in Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, and Greece
July 2013
228 pages
ISBN: 9781846590917
Contemporary Fiction
Publisher: Saqi Books
Publication Language: English

Keynote
A powerful and poetic story of love, loss and belonging set in Palestine.
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Book Description

Wail Dahman is going home. After nearly four decades in exile, he returns to Gaza
with his new British passport which, finally, allows him to travel. Wail is excited to
embracing his mother and reconnecting with the people and place he once left
behind.
Boarding the flight from London, Wald’s life intersects with that of Dana, an Israeli
actress, on her way back to Tel Aviv. They soon discover the differences in their ideas
and perspectives of the land they both call home. Al-Madhoun takes us on Walid's
journey from London, to Ben Gurion Airport, to the Beit Hanoun/Erez Crossing, and
into Gaza, along with all the complications, nostalgia, suffering and reunions involved.

About the author

Born in al-Majdal, Palestine, in 1945, Raba'i al-Madhoun is one of the Arab world's
rising literary stars. His other works include The Idiot of Khan Younis, The Taste of
Separation, Fractured Destinies and Destinies: Concerto of the Holocaust and the
Nakba, for which he won the International Prize for Arabic Fiction 2016.
He is an editor at the leading Arabic daily, al-Sharq al-Awsat.
He currently works and lives in London.
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